Fine Art & Antiques with Classic Cars &
Motorcycles (FA120621)
Sat, 12th Jun 2021
Viewing:
Fine Art & Antiques at the Auction Centre
Thursday 10th 10am-7pm
Friday 11th 10am-7pm
sale day from 9am
Cars & Motorcycles at Hollow Road Farm, IP31 1SJ Adjacent to Bury St Edmunds Recycling Centre Signposted Lacy Scott and Knight
Friday 4th 10am-5pm
Thursday 10th 10am-5pm
Friday 11th 10am-6pm
sale day 9am-1pm
Estimate: £30000 - £40000 + Fees
1949 Land Rover Series One.
Registration Number TAS 185,
Chassis number R8666588,
Engine number 866633, Odometer 37680.
This Series 1, 80" left the factory in June 1949. It is in
exceptional and original condition throughout with factory
original gaps and no major flaws visible. No filler is evident
and the panels are remarkable for a Land Rover of this age.
Inner wings, engine compartment etc., are all in good order
and the rear floor is straight suggesting the vehicle had only
ever had light use in its 72 years.
Lights are of the correct original early Lucas type and in good
order. Vintage Cibie dipping spotlights were fitted at a later
date. The wire hinged door tops are in exceptional condition
as are the hood and framework. Lightly used Avon Traction
tyres fitted.
It is extremely rare to find original seats in an early Series 1.
This example retains the now obsolete, original pattern vinyl
with Dunlopillo foam bases. The instruments are correct and
in excellent original order. The dash retains early features
such as the illuminated "oil" light, red tipped 20/20 ammeter
and correct and rare panel light switch. Steering wheel,
bakelite horn push and dip switch assembly are complete,
original and very well presented. A working Smiths heater and
windscreen demister vents are non original but
sympathetically fitted. A correct early single wiper is fitted.
The Land Rover is also highly desirable in that it retains its
original "matching numbers" engine and running gear. The
1595cc engine runs beautifully suggesting that the low
recorded mileage of 37680 is pretty much correct.
Our vendor is the fourth owner and has owned the vehicle for
nine years. Having researched the history of this Series 1
with the two previous owners, the original owner who had it
for 26 years in Sussex did an estimated 32000 miles. The
second owner, an enthusiast, resprayed the Land Rover
probably around 1978. That owner, lived for many years on

the Isle of Mull and used the vehicle rarely on an Isle where
big road trips don't happen! The only existing MOT shows
mileage at 36990 on 17.12.2003. Usage with this second
owner plus the third owner in Suffolk and the vendor are
estimated at only 5000-6000 miles. The last three owners
ensured the vehicle was stored under cover. Our opinion is
that the current mileage is likely to be correct underlining the
uniqueness of this Series 1.
The chassis number R8666588 places this as one of the first
ever deep bronze green Land Rovers and the lights behind
the grille and ring-pull gearbox highlight this as an early
vehicle.
IMPORTANT NOTICE REGARDING THE SALE OF CARS &
MOTORCYCLES IN THIS AUCTION
Bulkhead in good condition with no apparent repairs.
Chassis good.
Has been re-sprayed at some point.
Condition reports must be considered as a matter of
opinion and not fact.

